Delta Instruments, a PerkinElmer company, is a well-established manufacturer of analytical
instrumentation for the analysis of milk and dairy products. Our market consists of industries with high
quality standards and quality control in the chain of milk and milk products. For over30 years the Delta
Instruments team has focused on customer satisfaction, technological progress and premier quality.
Delta makes use of an extensive network of Dairy experts.
Delta Instruments has a worldwide distributor network consisting of more than 40 distributors.
Based in Drachten, Delta employs 44 people and we are currently looking for a colleague to join our
Software team

To join our Scrum Software development team we are looking for an Agile Test Engineer with
interest in programming.
It is our mission to develop high quality innovative software for our analytical solutions to optimize the
dairy supply chain of our customers. The team is determined to continuously improve our business processes
in order to create customer value with reliable software solutions.

What will you be doing








In collaboration with the development team you develop Agile test strategies.
Maintain and optimize the test automation frameworks.
Cary out full range of software testing activities (functional, structural, manual, automated tests).
With the team you work on details of user stories and determine acceptance criteria.
Work with developers to write testable code and do some refactoring’s and bug fixes.
Document, troubleshoot and follow-up on issues found during testing.
Develop strategies to identify and address quality problems of software running in production.

What do you need to succeed










BSC in Information Technology or equivalent experience
3+ years of experience in (Agile) software testing
Broad knowledge of testing tools, methodologies and automated testing processes
Broad knowledge of functional and structural testing design techniques
Experience with automation tools such as TestStack.White.
Basic knowledge of C#/.NET.
Optionally basic knowledge app development (iOS, Android, UAP) and web application
development (WebAPI, SignalR).
Knowledge of Agile/Scrum methodologies
Excellent command of English.

